3. RESPONSIBLE FINANCE
This chapter examines the provision of responsible financial services and products. The indicators
consider whether banks offer services and products commonly deemed responsible, such as offering
microcredit to disadvantaged communities, as well as the provision of climate products aimed at
improving the environment. The chapter furthermore assesses whether banks practise socially
responsible investing (SRI), while examining social and environmental risk management and the
screening of high-risk sectors in lending practices; and lastly it takes a closer look at the validity of often
used sustainability indices.

Products and Services

Despite financial scandals and crises, there is ongoing belief in financial solutions to social and
environmental issues. Reliance on financial solutions to issues that are not exclusively financial is
problematic, as market-driven responsibilities do not always equate with responsibilities towards
the community.52 For example, shareholder primacy, acting in the interest of your shareholders, may
contradict acting in the best interest of wider stakeholders. It is also vital to note that the social or
environmental value of a product or service is not intrinsic: instead, the entire range of products and
services a bank provides determines the value.

According to John Ruggie, author of the seminal work on business and human rights that bears his
name, “[…] there is no equivalent to buying carbon offsets in human rights, philanthropic good deeds
do not compensate for infringing on human rights.”53 Even offsetting of carbon emissions is controversial
and often branded as ‘polluting without the guilt’. The fundamental problem with carbon offsetting
occurs when the link between the counterbalancing product and the actual reduction of emissions is
severed, which can occur due to difficulties in measuring emissions, or fraud. Thus, offering responsible
products and services does not simply absolve banks from social and environmental wrongdoing.
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Consequently, although the Australian banks and many peers from other regions offer microcredit,
provide climate products and services, and are furthermore involved in socially responsible investing among which are projects or businesses related to renewable energy, sustainable agriculture and green
infrastructure, the material test to determine whether banks truly practise sustainable and responsible
financing is to examine their most controversial financial activities. Thus the next section will take a
closer look at social and environmental risk management and the screening of high-risk sectors.

Risk Management and Sector Screening

In the Australia Institute survey, only 32% of respondents believe that banks should provide financing
for projects even if there are social and environmental risks. The majority of Australian and other
banks in the sample state that they evaluate environmental risk. Although this is encouraging, many
environmental outcomes will only become evident over time, making it essential to apply a time
scale that allows environmental consequences to manifest.54 This fact illustrates the urgent need for
a precautionary turn in risk management. Despite Australian banks stating that they screen highrisk sectors before making lending decisions, they nevertheless continue to fund a wide range of
unsustainable activities.
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For example, since 2008, the big Australian banks have provided $AUD 36.7 billion in funding to the
fossil fuel industry in Australia.55 An example of such a loan is the Maules Creek coalmine in New South
Wales, financed by a $1.2 billion loan, with ANZ contributing $AUD 325 million, while CBA, NAB and
WBC each put in $100 million. Local communities, including traditional land owners, are opposed to
the construction of the mine, which is associated with deforestation, endangering vulnerable species, air
pollution, competition for water resources and a billion tones of CO2 emissions over the mine’s life span.56
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Sustainability Indices

A growing number of sustainability indices gauge the environmental and social performance of
companies. These indices are useful to investors, as research has shown there is a link between the
(perceived) environmental and social functioning of a company and its financial performance.65 Wellknown sustainability indices are the FTSE4Good and the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI). Many
banks in the sample are part of both indices, and ANZ was named as the global banking leader in the
DJSI six times in the last seven years.
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Yet, how can ANZ achieve this credit if it is the largest funder of coal mining and related infrastructure
projects in Australia? A closer look at the indices reveals a number of other dubious constituents. For
example, at the time of writing, food and beverage giant Nestlé is included in the top ten of both the
FTSE4Good and the DJSI66, despite social and environmental controversies in past67 and present times.68
In addition, Apple Inc. leads the FTSE4Good index69 despite widespread criticisms concerning labour
rights violations in its supply chain.70
Research into sustainability indices raises additional issues, such as the lack of standardisation
and credibility of information, as well as rating bias, and lack of transparency and independence.71
Furthermore, methodologies and calculation of rankings are of vital importance but frequently opaque.72
It is also argued that the indices promote a narrow view of corporate responsibility: certain areas of
performance are made increasingly visible, leaving others underexposed.73
Consequently, it is highly questionable if these sustainability indices truly gauge the social and
environmental performance of banks. The high rating of firms with dubious track records can perhaps
be explained by research which shows that investors are inclined to reward firms that display overall
positive behaviour, rather than to exclude companies based on certain unsustainable products or
practices.74 Thus, from an investor perspective, banks can be absolved from wrongdoing by offsetting
their unsustainable activities with sustainable ones.

Summary

So what are the implications for responsible finance, in the shape of products and services, risk
management, sector screening, principles and indices? The evident schism between regular finance and
ethical variants is difficult - if not plain impossible - to reconcile. Unsustainable products and services
cannot simply be ‘offset’, while risk management and the screening of high-risk sectors falls short and
lacks the necessary precautionary approach, as evidenced by ongoing investment in unsustainable
activities, while the DJSI and FTSE4Good indices fail to adequately measure the non-financial
performance of banks.
A number of questions about responsible finance remain: can financial value creation coexist with the
creation of non-financial values, or will it be based on a minimal degree of social and environmental
responsibility and a maximum return on investment? Is responsible finance indicative of a sincere
commitment to society and the environment, or is it merely market rhetoric? Regrettably, the evidence
in this chapter suggests the latter is true. Voluntary responsible finance initiatives fall short in aligning
incentives of banks and the community, and also in reducing social and environmental risk.
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